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1000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE

SAMANTHA BROWN’S FIRST CRUISE

13 x 60 / Travel Channel / 2005 / ID: 118718

1 x 60 / Travel Channel / 2004 / ID: 108258

Based on the best-selling book by Patricia
Schultz, we uncover the most famous and
hidden treasures of the world. Albin and
Melanie Ulle quit their jobs to dive into a 14week, whirlwind journey to more than 13
countries worldwide. Their mission is to
explore all 1000, vast and beautiful places
while immersing themselves in diverse
cultures.

Join Samantha on her 12-day
Mediterranean vacation aboard the Royal
Caribbean Cruise Line’s “Brilliance of the
Seas”. Along the way, Sam lounges in the
opulence of Nice, shops until she drops in
Florence, uncovers hidden treasures in
Naples, wraps herself in the romance of
Venice and zigzags the back-roads of
Corfu.

ANTHONY BOURDAIN: NO RESERVATIONS

THE SMITHS’ HOTELS FOR 2

Series 1-3: 39 x 60 / Travel Channel / 2004-2006 / ID: 111181

5 x 30 / TLC / 2006 / ID: 118369

Anthony Bourdain is a best-selling author,
reluctant food celebrity, culinary adventurer,
drinker, smoker and hedonist. In this food
obsessed world, he has carved out a distinct
place as a gastronomic Indiana Jones. His
quest for the perfect dining experience was
smartly documented in his television series
and book, A Cook’s Tour. Now, Bourdain’s
journey is shifting to the next course.

Following the publishing phenomenon of
the Mr. and Mrs. Smith Hotel Guides to
TV, The Smiths’ Hotels for 2 inspires urban
couples to plan a weekend getaway. In
each episode, the co-creators of the guide
books, Andrew Grahame and Juliet
Kinsman, scrutinise a selection of very
distinctive hotels to find out which, if any
deserves a place in the latest guide.

EXTREME HAWAII

VIP WEEKENDS WITH IAN WRIGHT

1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2000 / ID: 22819

6 x 30 / TLC / 2005 / ID: 112104

Hawaii is a place of extremes. While everyone
visits to experience its beautiful beaches,
pristine rain forests, remote lagoons, amazing
surf, lush flora and exotic wildlife, we can’t
forget that Hawaii is also home to killer tidal
waves, deadly plants, freezing temperatures,
hurricane force winds and active volcanoes!

Ian Wright lands in the lap of luxury as a
weekend guest of royals and celebrities.
He visits their decadent homes throughout
Asia, Europe and Latin America. Disarming
his guests with his wit and humour, Ian
delivers an entertaining and intimate look
at the lifestyles of the rich and famous.

PASSPORT TO EUROPE WITH SAMANTHA
BROWN

JACKIE CHAN’S HONG KONG

Series 1-2: 56 x 30 / TLC / 2004 / ID: 109971

With her bags packed and passport in hand,
travel expert Samantha Brown takes off on an
adventure to over 30 European destinations.
Along the way Samantha offers up practical
information and real travel tips - things you
wish were covered in the travel guides! She’ll
give viewers a feel for the essence of these
fascinating cities through her travel
experiences.

1 x 60 / TLC / 2002 / ID: 86073

Jackie Chan invites viewers to his
hometown - from the Star ferries where
he used to wind down from his gruelling
martial arts training, to the Hollywood
Road antique shops he prefers today. This
whirlwind tour of the city’s skyscrapers,
shops and temples will capture the
imaginations of hard core Chan fans and
simple travel junkies alike.

Program Sales and Home Video opportunities available worldwide for majority of titles listed. Confirm final rights with your sales
representative. To view our full genre list, please visit:
www.THESTUDIOSGROUP.com
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JEREMY PIVEN’S JOURNEY OF A LIFETIME

FLINTOFF AND DELLAGLIO'S BIG RIDE

2 x 60 / Travel Channel / 2005 / ID: 117857

2 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2012 / ID: 136368

Inspired by his fascination with its culture
and his passion for yoga, Jeremy Piven
travels to India to experience the country’s
traditions and spiritual identity first hand.
This two-part special captures Jeremy’s
explorations through India’s bustling cities
and tranquil villages as he immerses himself
among the people and their customs.

Join international sports stars Lawrence
Dallaglio and Freddie Flintoff as they push
themselves to the limit on a grueling bike
ride from Greece to London in this
extraordinary two-part special. In a bid to
raise more than £2 million, they’re taking
on an incredible journey. Follow the
sportsmen as they cycle 3,000km from
Olympia, the birthplace of the ancient
Olympic Games in Greece, travel the
length of Italy, across the Alps, and
through the Champagne region. There
they take part in the legendary one day
Paris-Roubaix ride before finally reaching
Stratford, East London, the venue of the
2012 Olympic Games. To make life more
difficult, they compete against each other
in a number of extreme challenges along
the way. As they ride through some of the
most spectacular scenery in Europe,
Lawrence and Freddie are joined by
members of the public and celebrity
cyclists, including James Cracknell, Lee
Dixon and Graeme LeSaux, who
accompany them on their arduous mission
and take part in team contests.

DISCOVERY ATLAS
11 x 60; Atlas 4D: 3 x 60 / Discovery Channel / Various

Anthony Bourdain is a best-selling author,
reluctant food celebrity, culinary adventurer,
drinker, smoker and hedonist. In this food
obsessed world, he has carved out a distinct
place as a gastronomic Indiana Jones. His
quest for the perfect dining experience was
smartly documented in his television series
and book, A Cook’s Tour. Now, Bourdain’s
journey is shifting to the next course.
BRAZIL ROAD TRIP
4 x 30 / Discovery Channel / 2011 / ID: 133823

Brazil, an invigorating country filled with
diverse culture and mesmerizing wildlife,
also soon-to-be host of the 2014 World Cup
and 2016 Olympic Games. In this four-part
series, Brazilian journalist, Barbara Soalheiro,
brings along four leading experts in the field
of design, architecture, theatre and music to
embark on a road trip of adventure and
discovery. The one-on-one tours highlight
Brazil’s most innovative art, astonishing
architecture, mix of cultural music, and
oceanic world of natural wildlife.
GO INDIA – MAHARASHTRA
6 x 30 / Discovery Channel / 2012 / ID: 70142

"Go India - Maharashtra” is a 6-part series
with each episode focusing on one of
Maharashtra’s six regions – Konkan, Pune,
Nashik, Aurangabad, Amravati and Nagpur.
In each episode, we accompany host
Sushama Reddy on an exciting and revealing
odyssey of discovery.

3-2-1- VEGAS!
1 x 30 / TLC / 2002 / ID: 85647

This program chronicles the rise and fall of
some of Las Vegas' most famous hotels
and casinos. Witness the spectacular
demolitions of landmarks such as the
Dunes Hotel and Casino, the Sands, and
the old Aladdin hotel. All were brought
down by specialized explosions called
"implosions". And take a tour of the grand
new hotels that took the demolished
hotels' place, including the Bellagio, the
New Aladdin, the Mandalay Bay, and the
Venetian.

Program Sales and Home Video opportunities available worldwide for majority of titles listed. Confirm final rights with your sales
representative. To view our full genre list, please visit:
www.THESTUDIOSGROUP.com

